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The world we live in is running too fast.

There are new challenges every day.
Mobility is an issue that must be taken into consideration.
Technology changes are faster than ever.

The speed of data flow is dramatically increasing.
Your suspects use technology too.
They aim to get the maximum results out of it.

You must stay ahead of them.
• Encryption
• Mobility
• Speed
• Complexity
You have to bring data to life.

- What
- Who
- When
- Where
How to approach this new scenario?
Let's keep in mind the 4 issues we mentioned earlier on.

- Encryption
- Mobility
- Speed
- Complexity
One:

You have to monitor your suspect's devices. Tapping the network is not enough.
Two:

Keep collecting the data **no matter where your suspect is.**
Three:

Correlate all the data collected in order to handle complexity.
Four:

See all the collected data in one single interface.
REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM

GALILEO
How does it work?
One:

Identify your suspect and his devices.
Two:

Deploy Remote Control System.
Three:

Start Collecting the data you want.
Four:

Data are transmitted to your servers.
Why HackingTeam?
Remote Control System provides you with the most comprehensive Operating Systems coverage.
Follow the technological and social evolutions

collect all the most popular cryptocurrencies and applications:
  • Facebook
  • Twitter
  • BitCoin
  • Gmail
  • etc ...
An infection vector for each scenario.
Send your suspect an hidden
or maybe an exploit.
infect your suspect while he's surfing the web or while he's downloading something.
do it when he is using a cable
or when he is on a wifi ZONE
You don't know how to approach a particular scenario?

Rely on us and on our experience.
Let's work together and see how to solve it.
It's not only about hitting your target.

It's also a matter of security for you.
We keep Remote Control System **undetectable.**

Both to the suspect and to the anti viruses.
Rite Is a Testing Ecosystem

more than 500 tests every night, on more than 100 virtual machines.
  • agent life cycle
  • invisibility against anti viruses
  • data collection
  • data transmission
Be sure you will not be spotted.

- encryption of all data collected and transmitted
- no direct connection between the target and your servers
Simplify your job.

Integrate Remote Control system into your monitoring center.
Even better:

Make Remote Control System your Monitoring Center.
How?
Remote Control System correlates all the data collected.
See all the collected evidences automatically translated in a language of your choice.
Configure and scale the system according to your needs.
Remote Control System supports geographically distributed installations.
Any question?

Feel free to ask, we'll be more than happy to answer.
Attend our LIVE demos!
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